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Hello Families, 
The theme of this quarter’s newsletter centers around 
“Adoptive Parent Perspectives.” If you had a chance to 
attend any of the Adoption Preparation Training modules 
we offered in June-August, you may recognize this 
topic. Parenting a child with a history of trauma means 
embracing a love like no other. It might not be the parenting 
journey you dreamed of; the adoption journey is often full 
of the unexpected. How can we really begin to prepare 
ourselves adequately? Every parent has expectations, 
hopes, and dreams about what parenting will look like. 
We may even have the same about what our child will 
look and be like. How do we emotionally prepare to 
parent a child that isn’t meeting our expectations? What 
if parenting is not all we imagined it to be? Throughout 
the adoption journey there will be times you may feel 
stuck in the hard stuff. During these times, revisit your 
reasons for adoption and remember what brought you to 
the journey. Just like parenting in general, you will make 
mistakes. It’s healthy to acknowledge mistakes, even to 
our children. Keep your heart open and keep trying. Your 
life will get messy. There will be moments of chaos as you 
navigate challenges you never anticipated. But there will 
be happiness and growth too.  Although it may not look 
the way you pictured it at the beginning, be flexible and 
let go of those expectations. The magic is in the mess, so 
don’t miss it!  
Best, 
The REACH Team 
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Kinship/Relative Adoption
Fernando Aquino, MSW

Kinship refers to relative, relations, family, connections, 
being of the same blood. Relative/kin of children placed in 
foster care may become adoptive parents. This shift comes 
with both challenges and strengths. As the adoptive parents 
take on the role of parents to children who prior were seen 
as cousins, nieces/nephews, grandchildren, siblings or even 
distant relatives, shifting occurs in the family dynamic. 

Kinship adoption allows the child to keep their traditions, 
culture and maintain connection to biological family. The 
parent now plays a dual role, having a connection to the child 
pre and post adoption, attempting to balance both roles while 
fostering attachment and establishing parental guides. 

Things kinship caregivers need:

Community: Utilizing natural resources around you: 
schools, neighborhoods, faith based organizations, social 
connections that can support kinship/relative families. 

Empathy: The transition in role is oftentimes 
accompanied by its own feelings of loss and grief within 
the family unit. Kinship families require compassion 
and empathy as they navigate this new process. Keep in 
mind that the adoptive kin can also be processing their 
own feelings of trauma. 

Help: Kinship adoptive parents may have an 
understanding of raising children, as they may 
have done it before. However, the family unit is now 
experiencing feelings of loss, guilt, embarrassment and 
anger as they take on this new role and relationships 
shift. The changing role may be from grandparent to 
parent, causing interrupted retirement, housing multiple 
children which can be exhausting to most. Connect with 
services and inquire about possible respite services. 

Peer Support: Knowing and connecting with other kinship/
relative caregivers can provide a connection through 
shared experience. This also allows for normalization and 
validation of family and the change in roles. 

Parenting Support: Children adopted from foster care 
have often experienced trauma, which may be new and 
different to many parents. Parenting support can be found 
in trainings offered by adoption-based resources, as well 
as support groups. These connections also validate child 
experiences that may be new and complex. 

Resources: Accessibility to services in the community is 
essential to any parent. Connection to services can aid in 
connection to food, clothing and basic needs. Knowledge of 
resources can benefit the family unit. 

Respect: Be empowered by your role as a relative kin. In 
many social situations, others may try to “figure out” the 
family dynamic. Advocating for and empowering yourself 
helps the family unit.

Sense of Humor: Finding joy in familial connection and 
laughter can be the best medicine and this can aide in 
de-stressing the home. Utilizing play as a way to connect, 
and strengthen the family builds trust and healthy coping 
strategies. 

Understanding:  Loss is at the center of the adoption 
journey and can be coupled with grief; children may 
experience different behaviors unforeseen by kinship 
parent. Understanding and familiarizing yourself with the 
core issues of grief and loss throughout the developmental 
stages can build a better understanding of behaviors and 
aide in implementation of healthy coping strategies. 

Source: Allison Davis Maxon, LMFT-2017
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Book Review
Tara Soria, MSW
Wounded Children, Healing Homes: 
How Traumatized Children Impact Adoptive and Foster Families 
(Jayne Schooler, Betsy Keefer Smalley, and Timothy Callahan)

Wounded Children, Healing Homes: How Traumatized 
Children Impact Adoptive and Foster Families, is an 
engrossing and relatable read for foster and adoptive 
parents alike, and is filled with personal stories, as well 
as practical strategies and tips. Readers have described 
the book as “eye-opening, honest, hopeful, heart-
wrenching, validating, and real.” It can be a valuable 
resource to those parents who find themselves immersed 
in struggle, confusion and, at times, even resentment, 
as they experience the complexities of the foster care 
and adoption journey. The authors dare to ponder the 
questions that often torment parents: Why doesn’t my 
child return my love? What am I failing to understand? 
What am I failing to do? Some of the topics addressed 
throughout the book’s chapters are unmet expectations, 
impact of the foster/adoptive parent’s own trauma 
history, how living with a traumatized child affects 
siblings in the home, the crisis of adoption breakdown, 
school issues and interventions, and the importance of 
self-care. The realistic lens of not if difficulties arise, 

but when, serves to 
provide a realistic view 
of parenting children 
who have been deeply 
traumatized, while 
also normalizing the 
struggles and sharing 
hope. An excerpt from 
the book’s Foreword, as 
written by adoptive parent and expert, Sharon Roszia, 
states: “Families need to be reminded that healing takes 
place over time; that change is slow and, at times, barely 
visible. Parents must pass the many tests their child 
may devise to see if he can truly trust this new family. 
The tests lessen over time but may emerge when another 
trauma, large or small, occurs for the family. Trauma 
leaves vulnerable spirits.”  

I hope you have an opportunity to read this book, and 
find it to be a valuable tool in your parenting journey. 
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Infertility and Adoption
Yaneth Arceo, MS

A family’s decision to pursue adoption is not one made 
overnight. There is no easy “Am I prepared to adopt a child?” 
quiz that can inform you whether or not this direction is 
the right one for you and your family.

Potential adoptive parents need to determine whether 
adoption is the correct course for them and whether or not 
they are prepared to begin the process. 

Here are three ways to identify if you are prepared for this 
life-changing journey:

1. You have moved on from infertility- In order for 
an adoption to be successful, it should be a decision 
completely embraced by each partner. If you have 
struggled with infertility, it is vital you have thoroughly 
grieved the loss of having a biological child.

2. You and your spouse have similar adoption plans- 
Just as each partner needs to be prepared to adopt, 
they additionally should be on the same page for how 

they are going to undertake the process and whom 
they hope to adopt. There are several ways to pursue 
adoption and each family needs to determine which 
process is right for them. 

3. You are financially prepared for adoption- Depending 
on the type of adoption, there may or may not be 
significant costs. It is important to have a clear 
picture of any impact pursuing adoption will have on 
your finances. 

When you and your partner feel ready to pursue adoption, 
communication is key. Discuss all factors of adoption, each 
other’s emotions involving infertility, and acceptance of 
the child you adopt. Taking these factors into consideration 
will help you be better prepared to welcome a child into 
your heart and home. 

Source: https://www.americanadoptions.com/adopt/
is_adoption_right_for_your_family

Newsletter activity: Healing Circle for Children of Trauma 
Griselda Santillan Mejia, MA

What is a healing circle? A healing circle is the foundation of 
the healing process. It is a safe place where individuals who 
have experienced trauma can come together. Healing circles 
recognize trauma and pain and uphold the hope of healing 
and growth.  While engaging in a healing circle, individuals 
are encouraged to share their experiences so a bond can be 
created and support can be provided for one another. 

How can we facilitate a healing circle at home for our 
children? 

The first step is to identify a special place in your home 
to gather. It’s important for this place to feel cozy and 
welcoming as well as large enough to sit in a circle. To 

promote openness, it’s important to listen and not engage, 
question or provide feedback, just listen. Do not pressure to 
talk, and if they do engage, encourage them to speak from 
what is on their heart. By listening and not pressuring to 
talk, children will feel like this is a safe place allowing them 
to speak up when they are ready.

Just like it can take the body time heal, those who have 
experienced trauma do as well. When given the right tools 
and support, people have the opportunity to heal.

Adams C., Baldwin C., Robson C., (2019, March 19). 
Healing Circle for Youth. https://healingcirclesglobal.
org/2019/01/16/healing-circles-for-youth/

https://www.americanadoptions.com/adopt/is_adoption_right_for_your_family
https://www.americanadoptions.com/adopt/is_adoption_right_for_your_family
https://healingcirclesglobal.org/2019/01/16/healing-circles-for-youth/
https://healingcirclesglobal.org/2019/01/16/healing-circles-for-youth/


Virtual Parent Education and Support Groups 

Parent Support and Education Group 
(English): 
Thursday, 10/20/22 • 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
Thursday, 11/ 17/22   • 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
Thursday, 12/15/22 • 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.  
*Please note this group will continue to meet 
in-person during this quarter. Flyers will be 
sent prior to each group with location details. 
 
Parent Support and Education Group  
via Zoom (Spanish):
Wednesday, 10/26/22 • 9:30-11:30a.m. 
Wednesday, 11/16/22 • 9:30-11:30a.m.  
Wednesday, 12/28/22 • 9:30-11:30a.m.  
 
Parent Café via Zoom
Thursday, 10/20/22 • 10:00-11:30 a.m.  
Thursday, 11/17/22• 10:00-11:30 a.m.  
Thursday, 12/15/22 • 10:00-11:30 a.m. 

Some groups are being held  
via Zoom at this time.  

Flyers will be sent out prior to each 
group with details to join. 

If you’d like to be added to the 
invite list, please contact us!
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REACH Post-Adoption Support Services

Monthly Educational/Support Groups – Monthly meetings where families are able to receive 
education/training and meet other adoptive families in the community.  Please check with each 
respective site to learn if licensing or certification hours are provided..   

book reviews, on-line resources and more.

Educational Workshops and Trainings – A variety of workshops and trainings are made available in 
Madera and San Benito Counties.  

REACH Library – The REACH library is open and available for book review and check outs during the 
monthly support groups or by appointment.

Case Management – REACH clients are provided with information, resource referral or other 
assistance as needed.  Although Case Management Services are generally provided via telephone, 
special arrangements for face to face case management can be arranged.  

Crisis Counseling –
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California Department of Social Services 
Fresno Regional Office
1330C E. Shaw Ave., Fresno, CA 93710 
(559) 243-8200
www.childsworld.ca.gov
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